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Being a CEO or leader requires a lot of passion, dedication, hard work and focus on other people.
Burnout, stress, overwhelm and mistakes occur when you don't effectively plan your energy and
recovery; manage the workload of your team; and focus your full attention on other people while
neglecting your own performance.
To ensure that you perform optimally and deliver the best possible experience for your customers,
clients, suppliers, stakeholders, Board members and your team of people, it is crucial that you
develop the routines and habits required to be a high performing leader.
Breaking The CEO Code – Future of Leadership Performance – was developed to provide a simple and
practical way to improve your skills and habits, so you can perform better while under the pressure of
delivering the best possible services, products, partnerships and environment.
There are 6 key phases to Breaking The CEO Code, which are key building blocks layered to ensure
that you progressively improve as a high performing leader.
Breaking The CEO Code is not just for the CEO’s, leaders and entrepreneurs of the world. It is
applicable to anyone, as you are the CEO of your own performance and influence on others, and play
an important role in making the world you live in, a better place.
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6 KEY PHASES
Phase 1 – FOUNDATION – 4 Foundations of Performance
There are four basic fundamentals that high achievers leading high performing teams are consistently
engaged in and practicing on improving. These four components are the fundamental, nonnegotiable, building blocks to determine how high your performance ceiling is. Talent will only set
your minimum height; exercise, nutrition, mind and recovery will determine how high you can raise
your ability to perform at your absolute best:
1.

EXERCISE daily
Ø Expend energy through regular exercise to increase energy in your life.
Ø Exercising for a minimum of 30minutes a day increases energy levels, decreases
stress, provides greater mental clarity and elevates your mood.

2.

FUEL your body with the right food
Ø Eat as though you are fueling a Formula 1 car or a high performance athlete.
Ø Eating a healthy diet full of non-processed food such as fresh grains, fruits and
vegetables, allows you to sustain your energy levels, enhance your mood, improve
your memory, sleep easier and prevent unwanted health problems.

3.

FREE your mind
Ø Free your mind, de-clutter and rewire it with clarity and positivity.
Ø Creating habits and routines such as meditation, breathing exercises, unwinding by
listening to music, going for a walk, and other ways to free the mind allows you to
reduce stress, control anxiety, enhance self-awareness, lengthen attention span,
improve your sleep and enhance your emotional health.

4.

RECOVER with purpose
Ø Proactively plan you rest and recovery with purpose.
Ø The most important component that gives us the really important performance
edge is Recovery. Getting 8 or more hours sleep a night, taking planned and regular
holidays to switch off work and allowing the mind to recharge can help decrease
fatigue, improve our memory, reduce inflammation, spur creativity, increase our
stamina, boost our cognitive function and lower stress levels.

Phase 2 – PERFORMANCE – 3 P’s of Leadership Performance
The 3 P’s of Leadership Performance focuses on a CEO or leaders scheduling of recovery and rest,
ability to “bring the energy” and direct their full attention on every personal interaction, and develop
high performance habits.
1.
2.
3.

CEO PERIODIZATION – Plan and schedule your recovery to ensure you have sustainable
leadership energy and performance.
CEO PRESENCE – Evolve your communication, influence and performance to positively
impact every human.
CEO PERFORMANCE – Develop the strategies, routines and habits to enable your peak
performance state.

See section below for an expansion on CEO PERIODIZATION, CEO PRESENCE and CEO PERFORMANCE.
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Phase 3 – INFLUENCE – 8 Ways to Own Your OWN Influence
The world is constantly challenging us through disruption, competing priorities and competition for
our attention; therefore we must take control of our own story and influence. Your have to own your
own life and realize that life is not a dress rehearsal. How much of your life do you really own and
take full responsibility for?
You are the sum total of your decisions. You own the choices that you make. To enable the shift you
need it starts with creating your own world inspired through a process of performance by design.
OWN 8 teaches you eight ways you can own your own influence to enhance your performance.
There are two pillars Foundation and Performance. Each pillar is made up of two quadrants and four
areas of influence.
Pillar 1 - FOUNDATION
Ø

Your WHY?
1. Own Your OWN FREEDOM – find the passion, happiness & direction in your life
2. Create Your OWN STORY – what is your reality in the past, now & in the future

Ø

Your WORLD
3. Own Your OWN TRIBE – who are the mentors, coaches & people in your proximity
4. Own Your OWN GRATITUDE – have humility & humbleness both internal & external

Pillar 2 - PERFORMANCE
Ø

Your ENABLERS
5. Own Your OWN VULNERABILITY – have the courage to be uncomfortable for growth
6. Be Your OWN CEO – create high performance habits, boundaries & influence

Ø

Your IMPACT
7. Own Your OWN SPACE – the impact you have on the world through skill stacking
8. Create Your OWN MBA – build your own learning, collaboration & movement

Phase 4 – LEADERSHIP – 6 Principles to be a World Class Leader
Once you are able to effectively lead yourself, then you are in a position to lead other people. To be a
world-class leader you need to develop 6 leadership principles;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

PURPOSE – Create a ripple effect
PEOPLE – Serve people who matter
PERFORMANCE – Productivity starts with happiness
PERSONALITY – Unlock your limiting beliefs
PASSION – Influence from the heart
PIONEER – Life is an experiment

Phase 5 – TEAM – 10 Elements of Leading High Performing Teams
The first four phases focus on first leading yourself (phases 1-3) and secondly being a high performing
leader (phase 4). To be able to lead high performing teams, the first four phases are critical as a team
or community culture is only as good as the behaviours the key influencer is modeling. Leading high
performing teams requires:
1.

Create DIRECTION & meaning through shared mission, vision, values & beliefs;
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Develop clear ROLES & responsibilities to build team culture;
Establish diverse professional RELATIONSHIPS that are supportive, enjoyable & dependable;
Provide a collaborative LEADERSHIP style through consistent influence & direction;
Foster GROWTH through creative risk-taking, problem-solving & information sharing;
Promote REWARD, recognition & reflection strategies to ensure accountability;
Clarify PROCESS & structure to enable commitment & method of cooperation;
Build TRUST & resilience through healthy confrontation in a safe psychological space;
Enable IMPACT through clear outcomes & team performance goals; &
Create a safe psychological space for vulnerability & open honest COMMUNICATION.

Phase 6 – LEGACY – 1 Powerful Way to Leave Your Mark on the World
Having a purpose in life and aligning it to the work that you do is important if you wish to enjoy what
you do, be productive and perform at a high level. Some people have a desire to go beyond the world
they work in and leave a legacy for future generations to benefit from. CEO Legacy is all about finding
a greater purpose through a project or movement that creates a ripple effect across an area, industry
or the world. A great example of this is Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which is guided by the
belief that every life has equal value. They wish to help all people lead healthy, productive lives. In
developing countries, it focuses on improving people's health and giving them the chance to lift
themselves out of hunger and extreme poverty. In the United States, it seeks to ensure that all
people—especially those with the fewest resources—have access to the opportunities they need to
succeed in school and life. What mark do you want to leave on the world?
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3 P’s of Leadership Performance
A key phase, in Breaking The CEO Code, that will make an immediate impact on you as a leader and
person, is Phase 2 – PERFORMANCE. Let’s expand the 3 P’s of Breaking The CEO Code.

CEO
PERIODIZATION
Periodization originally comes from the process or study of categorizing the past into discrete,
quantified named blocks of time. In sport it is process of dividing an athletes annual training plan into
a series of manageable phases or cycles of stress and overload with a period of recovery. CEO
Periodization is about planning your future energy and performance state. The exciting thing is that
many of the fundamentals of athlete periodization can easily apply to you as a CEO or leader and
anything you do in life.
It is impossible to hold high levels of energy and performance continuously over a long period of time.
Energy and performance will rise and fall depending on the levels of stress and rest applied to your
life. We call this, Performance Oscillation. When people think of high performance, the first image
that comes to mind is usually a top athlete. A top athlete will generally apply a stress load with rest at
a rate of three to one. Their performance plan is based on rest and recovery, with training loads
applied to stimulate a stress response that leads to an overall increase in performance over time.
When they do it well, they are able to increase their overall performance over a year, even with their
performance oscillating.
In general, we see a lot of CEO’s and people in important leadership roles (GENERAL), continuously
apply stress over a long period of time, without planning appropriate levels of rest and recovery.
Athletes have a strong trigger when they get recovery wrong as they aren’t able to achieved the
times, numbers or feeling during training or at an event. It is different in the working world, for many
people, as unless there is a catastrophic event the decline in your energy and performance is so
gradual, that the body naturally adjusts and you don't recognize it. Over a year the persons energy
and performance continue to drop as they continue to work hard, miss sleep, work an extra day,
exercise less and take on more work and wait until their annual three to four week holiday to worry
about rest. They wonder why they always get sick when they have a holiday!
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CEO Periodization is all about planning and scheduling rest and recovery on a daily, weekly, monthly
yearly and even a whole career basis. There are five levels of CEO Periodization, which are relevant to
the period of time you are planning your workload and recovery:
1.

GIGANTO (Career) – How are you going to manage your energy and performance over a
career? You can’t go full throttle for 11-12 months every year without expecting to get sick,
fatigued and “crash and burn”, so to speak. The best example I have seen of effectively
periodizing a career, is former Triathlon Australia CEO, Anne Gripper, who takes a role for
five years and then has a full year off. In her off years she has studied a Masters, created a
charitable foundation and cycled the world.

2.

MACRO (Year) – The MACRO level can be looked at in two complimentary ways. First, rather
than working 11-12 months straight during the year and having four weeks off, how can you
schedule in a week or a few days off every three to four months? Secondly, how can you plan
your year so that you have a period of weeks where you have increased meetings, work
hard, may travel lots and focus on a key project or projects; and then follow it with one to
three weeks of reduced workload and stress.

3.

MICRO (Month) – Then you can break it down further to a MICRO (month) perspective, and
break the three month blocks into four week blocks where you have three weeks which can
be more intense, may have higher levels of stress, you may be traveling regularly, have major
projects and then one week, where you schedule no projects, less meetings, have no travel,
reduce the hours you work and spend time with those who are most important to you.

4.

MESO (Week) – How do you plan your week so that you can have high levels of energy and
performance throughout the entire week? Especially during peak project times, it is
important to make sure that you have managed your energy during the week so that you are
in a peak performance state come event day.

5.

NANO (Day) – Many people work continuously throughout the day for long periods of time
without a break. They use stimulants such as coffee, Red Bull and sugar to spike their energy
levels. There is evidence that we can only effectively concentrate and hold high levels of
productivity from 45-90 minutes at one time. If you take a break, even for just 1-5 minutes to
stretch, take a walk or even meditate can reset your mental energy and focus so that you can
maintain productivity and performance throughout an entire day. The food you eat during
the day, the amount of sleep you have and scheduling in exercise can either have a positive
or negative effect on your overall performance.
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CEO
PRESENCE
How we turn up and show up to the office, meetings, presentations and events can either have a
positive or negative effect on productivity, confirming a contract or even the way current or potential
consumers view your business. You just can’t rely on exercising regularly, eating well, freeing your
mind and recovery with purpose, you also need to treat every interaction as a performance.
According to Albert Mehrabian, in his book Silent Messages, 93% of communication is non-verbal.
Albert assigned 7% to our words, 55% to our body language, and 38% to the tone & music of our
voice. If your non-verbal’s; such as face, eyes, voice, body and breathing aren’t congruent with what
you are saying then your message could easily be misunderstood or misinterpreted.
With this in mind, how much time do you spend preparing for an interaction with a person or group
of people, in regards to the content, desired outcome, mood you want to set and the way you need
to present to achieve the result you are aiming for? In general, people make acquisitions because
they like and trust the person or people they are speaking or planning to working with. Therefore the
content and performance preparation, for a meeting, is an absolute must.
You are also in control of the energy and mood in a room or for an event. Research shows the average
human attention span is only eight seconds, which is claimed to be less than that of an average
goldfish. What routine to do you need to complete to ensure that you go into the required state to
achieve the desired collective energy and mood whether it be in a meeting, arriving at the office,
speaking to the participants on stage or stepping onto an event site?
CEO Presence provides you with the skills to stay focused on what is important when there are
distractions, people challenging you, skeptics raising doubt in your mind and the constant noise trying
to disturb you. You can develop and utilize CEO Presence skills that allow you to hold your attention,
free your mind and when appropriate task switch.

CEO
PERFORMANCE
Humans are designed for boundaries in their life. Without clear boundaries it is easy to head down
broken path or fall into a trap. Sometimes boundaries need to loose to ensure creativity and
innovation can occur, and other times they need to be tight so you limit the distractions.
CEO Performance is about developing high performance habits, effective routines and important
cues, while removing unwanted contamination and negative influence in your life.
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High performance habits involve unleashing your courage, improving productivity, raising necessity,
remaining focused and creating clarity. Routines include daily activities that support your high
performance habits. These may include creating a digital sunrise and sunset, establishing times when
you are and aren’t available for work; and when you schedule your exercise and recovery each day.
Important cues are the light switch in your mind that enable your routines and habits to kick in each
day. It might be the sound of the lift door opening, the close of the car door, the hug from your
children or even as simple as the sun rising.
Contamination is major cause in relationships breaking down. Taking your workbag and placing it on
the dining table or leaving alerts on your phone and placing your phone by the bed, are examples of
work contaminating the home space. It is important that you create space between work and home
and vice versa.
What habits and routines do you need to break or create to ensure that you can be more productive
and perform better?

Next Steps
You don't want to be part of the masses, the ordinary crowd who deliver mediocrity wondering why
you, your people and company aren’t growing, performing and delivering the results you desire. You
deserve to be delivering the magic every day. The future of leadership performance is Breaking The
CEO Code. Where The Ordinary Don't Belong!
It’s your time to implement the 3 P’s of Leadership Performance:
1.
2.
3.

CEO Periodization – How will you PLAN your recovery in 2020 and in the future?
CEO Presence – How will you be PRESENT and focused, so you turn up and show up?
CEO Performance – How will you become a HIGH Performing Leader?

If you would like to know more information or need someone to guide your next steps in Breaking
The CEO Code, then please do not hesitate to contact me either by phone or email at the details
below.
Where the ordinary don’t belong!
Thank you

CRAIG JOHNS
Leadership Performance Expert, International Speaker &
active CEO Podcast Host
Canberra, Australia
+61 415 675 939
craig@nrg2perform.com
www.nrg2perform.com
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